Capital: Concepción city
Surface: 37.068 km²
Population: 1,861,562 inhabitants (Censo 2002)

Is the second Region, after the Metropolitan Region of Santiago.
Densidad: 50,23 hab./km²
the third highest in the country

Urban population: 1,528,306 inhabitants
82,1 % of the regional population

Rural population: 333,256 inhabitants
17,9 % of the regional population
Metropolitan area of Concepcion is one of the conurbations with more population, with 979,937 inhabitants
Concepción (216,061 inhabitants)
Talcahuano (250,348 inhabitants)
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY:
Strong exporting of the forest, fishing and industrial products (with emphasis in cellulose and wood, flour of fish, frozen products and steel).

Hydroelectric sector (18 % of the national generation of electrical energy).
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY:
Commercial ports: Lirquén, Talcahuano, San Vicente, Coronel.
Located in the coastal zone (north Bío Bío river, bay of Concepcion and San Vicente bay)

Surface : 148.2 km²
Military, Fishing, Industrial and Commercial Port
Asmar (the most important shipyard of the national territory)
Petrochemical industry
Steel industry (Huachipato)
Important fishing industry
New coastal urban spaces
general view
New road network
Sector La Poza (Talcahuano Port)

PROYECTO
Remodelación Pozo de Talcahuano
FUENTE DE FINANCIAMIENTO
MOP
INVERSIÓN US$ 12.773.723.-
Area of urban improvement
Commercial and fishing port
Commercial, sports and tourist equipment
Environmental changes
Storage Zone (Antepuerto)
Logistic platform

Plataforma Logística
A CONCLUSIÓN
LITÍFICA ALTERNATIVA
COSTANERA
The Tsunami destroyed the port infrastructure and the Navy Chilean equipments, the industrial fishing and the caletas. In Talcahuano, the sea advanced by the interior of the city, depositing containers and big ships of industrial fishing and therefore they were in the street.
The Tsunami destroyed the port infrastructure and the Navy Chilean equipments, the industrial fishing and the caletas. In Talcahuano, the sea advanced by the interior of the city, depositing containers and big ships of industrial fishing and other from the caletas in the streets.
46 fishing ships came to the costanera (pushed by the force of the water up to the Blanco Encalada Coastal Avenue, in the proximities of the Customs)

One of that was the motor-ship *Isabel* (weight of 120 tons), which that realized trips of conectividad between the Coronel's
Área de inundación: 2999.20 ha para Talcahuano
Longitud Promedio: 2.5 a 3 Km
(Constructions damaged by earthquake)
(Constructions damaged by earthquake)
Constructions damaged by earthquake
(Constructions damaged by earthquake)
The tsunami destroyed the coastal towns. Dichato and Caletas of Coliumo were completely destroyed.
The tsunami destroyed the coastal towns. Dichato and Caletas of Coliumo were completely destroyed.
Caleta Tumbes
Caleta Tumbes
Caleta El Morro
The coastal zone to be affected by the important
The coastal zone to be affected by the important Tubul bridge
The coastal zone to be affected by the important Tubul event in Arauco Gulf.
In the fishing port at Leb, the big gas-oro entered to the river.
From the coast of Lebu to Tirúa, the sea damaged to coastal communities of the people Mapuche, LaFkenche.
The coastal zone of the Bio Bio Region concentrates 17% of the fishing cases and 23% of the fishermen of the country.
The crafts and elements of fishing were destroyed or severely damaged. The principal productive activity of the coastal zone was practically paralyzed. The port infrastructure of support to the fishing activity also was destroyed (wharves, boxes, dry docks, walls of...
Emergency works post earthquake to reactivate the fishing handmade production, the tourism and the economic development of the small localities (caletas)

The Public Works Ministry (Direction of Port Works) will execute an Integral Plan (2010-2014) that contemplates an investment of US$ 35 000 000 for Reconstruction of ramps and walls of containment, Rehabilitation of boxes, administration offices, fishermen's local offices, and housing areas (fishing villages) coastal
The caletas to be benefited are
Dichato
Lirquén
Green Hill
El Refugio
Coliumo
El Morro (Rocuant)
Tumbes
San Vicente
Arauco Gulf
Lota Bajo
Laraquete